The bounded H ∞ state estimation problem is then studied for the same complex network, where the purpose is to design a state estimator to estimate the network states through available output measurements such that, over a finite horizon, the dynamics of the estimation error is guaranteed to be bounded with a given disturbance attenuation level. Again, an RLMI approach is developed for the state estimation problem. Finally, two simulation examples are exploited to show the effectiveness of the results derived in this paper.
graphs, neural networks, scientific citation web, etc. Since the discoveries of the "small-world" and "scale-free" properties of complex networks [1] , [2] , complex networks have become a focus of research and have attracted increasing attention from various fields of science and engineering. In particular, special attention has been paid to the synchronization problem for dynamical complex networks, in which each node is regarded as a dynamical element. It has been shown that the synchronization is ubiquitous in many system models of the natural world, for example, the large-scale and complex networks of chaotic oscillators [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] , the coupled systems exhibiting spatiotemporal chaos and autowaves [11] , [12] , and the array of coupled neural networks [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] .
Recently, the synchronization problem for discrete-time stochastic complex networks has drawn much research attention since it is rather challenging to understand the interaction topology of complex networks because of the discrete and random nature of network topology [22] . On one hand, discrete-time networks could be more suitable to model digitally transmitted signals in many application areas such as image processing, time-series analysis, quadratic optimization problems, and system identification. On the other hand, the stochastic disturbances over a real complex network may result from the release of probabilistic causes such as neurotransmitters [23] , random phase-coupled oscillators [24] , and packet dropouts [25] . A great number of results are in the recent literature on the general topic of stochastic synchronization problem for discrete-time complex networks. For example, in [26] , the problem of stochastic synchronization analysis has been investigated for a new array of coupled discretetime stochastic complex networks with randomly occurred nonlinearities and time delays. The synchronization stability problem has been studied in [27] for a class of complex dynamical networks with Markovian jumping parameters and mixed time delays. In [28] , the delay-distribution-dependent stability has been discussed for stochastic discrete-time neural networks with randomly mixed time-varying delays.
Although the synchronization problem for discrete-time stochastic complex networks is now attracting increasing research attention, there are still several open problems deserving further investigation. In a real world, virtually all complex networks are time-varying, that is, all the network parameters are explicitly dependent on time. For example, a major challenge in biological networks is to understand and model, quantitatively, the dynamic topological and functional properties of biological networks. Such time-or condition-specific biological circuitries are referred to as time-varying networks or structural nonstationary networks, which are common in biological systems. The synchronization problem for time-varying complex networks has received some scattered research interest, where most literature has focused on timevarying coupling or time-varying delay terms. For example, in [29] , a time-varying complex dynamical network model has been introduced, and it has been revealed that the synchronization of such a model is completely determined by the inner-coupling matrix, the eigenvalues, and the corresponding eigenvectors of the coupling configuration matrix of the network. Very recently, in [30] , a class of controlled time-varying complex dynamical networks with similarity has been investigated, and a decentralized holographic structure controller is designed to stabilize the network asymptotically at its equilibrium states. It should be pointed out that, up to now, the general synchronization results for complex networks with time-varying network parameters have been very few, especially when the networks exhibit both discrete-time and stochastic natures.
In fact, for a truly time-varying discrete stochastic complex network, it is often theoretically difficult and practically unnecessary to establish easy-to-verify criteria for ensuring the global or asymptotical synchronization (steady-state behavior). Instead, we would be more interested in the transient behaviors over a finite time interval, e.g., the boundedness of the synchronization errors in the mean square and the disturbance rejection attenuation level of the error evolutions. For example, in biological networks, gene promoters can be in various epigenetic states and undergo interactions with many molecules in a highly transient, probabilistic, and combinatorial way, and therefore the resulting complex dynamics can only be analyzed within a finite period [31] . Despite its clear engineering insight, the synchronization problem for time-varying discrete stochastic complex networks poses some fundamental difficulties. 1) How can we define the synchronization concept over a finite horizon? 2) How can we quantify the attenuation level of the synchronization against exogenous disturbances? 3) How can we develop an effective technique to derive mathematically verifiable synchronization criteria? These questions may well explain why the synchronization problem for time-varying complex networks with or without stochastic disturbances is still open, and such a situation is the first motivation of our current investigation.
Closely associated with the synchronization problem is the so-called state estimation problem for complex networks. For large-scale complex networks, it is quite common that only partial information about the network nodes (states) is accessible from the network outputs. Therefore, in order to make use of key network nodes in practice, it becomes necessary to estimate the network nodes through available measurements. Note that the state estimation problem for neural networks (a special class of complex networks) was first addressed in [32] and has then drawn particular research interests (see [33] , [34] ) where the networks are deterministic and continuous-time. Recently, the state estimation problem for complex networks has also gained much attention, see [35] . When it comes to the transient behaviors of time-varying complex networks, similar to the synchronization problem, two natural questions are, how to define the estimator error over a finite horizon in a quantitative way and how to establish the existence conditions for the desired estimators. It is, therefore, the second motivation in our paper to offer satisfactory answers to the two questions.
In this paper, we aim to deal with the synchronization and state estimation problems for an array of coupled discrete timevarying stochastic complex networks over a finite horizon. The contribution of this paper is mainly twofold: 1) a novel concept of bounded H ∞ synchronization is proposed to reflect the time-varying nature of the complex networks and quantify the attenuation level of the disturbance rejection via the H ∞ -norm, and 2) both synchronization and state estimation problems are solved by utilizing a time-varying real-valued function, the Kronecker product, as well as the recursive linear matrix inequalities (RLMIs). Rather than the commonly used Lipschitz-type function, a more general sector-like nonlinear function is employed to describe the nonlinearities existing in the network. We first define the concept of bounded H ∞ synchronization for the stochastic complex networks in the discrete-time domain. By utilizing a time-varying realvalued function and the Kronecker product, we show that the addressed synchronization problem can be converted into the feasibility problem of a set of RLMIs. We then turn to the state estimation problem for the same complex networks. Through available output measurements, we aim to design a state estimator to estimate the network states such that the dynamics of the estimation error is bounded in an H ∞ sense. Again, an RLMI approach is used, with the main proof omitted, for the state estimation case. Two simulation examples are provided to show the usefulness of the proposed synchronization and state estimation schemes.
Notation: The notation used here is fairly standard except where otherwise stated. R n denotes the n-dimensional Euclidean space. A refers to the norm of a matrix A defined by A = trace(A T A). The notation X ≥ Y (respectively, X > Y ), where X and Y are real symmetric matrices, means that X − Y is positive semidefinite (respectively, positive definite). M T represents the transpose of the matrix M. I denotes the identity matrix of compatible dimension. diag{· · · } stands for a block-diagonal matrix and the notation diag n { * } is employed to stand for diag{ n * , . . . , * }. Moreover, we may fix a probability space ( , F , Prob), where Prob, the probability measure, has a total mass 1. E{x} stands for the expectation of the stochastic variable x with respect to the given probability measure Prob. The asterisk * in a matrix is used to denote a term induced by symmetry. Matrices, if they are not explicitly specified, are assumed to have compatible dimensions.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND PRELIMINARIES
Let a finite discrete time horizon be given as [0 N] := {0, 1, 2, . . . , N}. Consider the following array of stochastic discrete time-varying complex networks consisting of M coupled nodes of the form
with output
where x i (k) ∈ R n is the state vector of the i th node, z i (k) ∈ R m is the controlled output of the i th node, = diag{r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r n } is a matrix linking the j th state variable if r j = 0, and W = (w i j ) M×M is the coupled configuration matrix of the network with w i j ≥ 0 (i = j ) but not all zero. As usual, the coupling configuration matrix W = (w i j ) M×M is symmetric (i.e., W = W T ) and satisfies
ω(k) is a 1-D, zero-mean Gaussian white noise sequence on a probability space ( , F , Prob) with
, Prob) be a filtered probability space where
In fact, each F k is assumed to be the minimal σ -algebras generated by {ω(i )} 0≤i≤k−1 , while F 0 is assumed to be some given sub σ -algebras of F , independent of F k for all 1 ≤ k ≤ N [36] , and the initial value
The nonlinear vector-valued function f : [0 N] × R n → R n is assumed to be continuous and satisfies the following sector-bounded condition [26] , [35] :
for all k ∈ [0 N], where U 1 (k) and U 2 (k) are real matrices of appropriate dimensions. The noise intensity function vector g i : [0 N] × R n → R n is continuous and satisfies the following conditions:
For the purpose of simplicity, we introduce the following notations:
By using the Kronecker product, the complex networks (1) can be rewritten in the following compact form:
To proceed, we introduce the following definition for the bounded H ∞ synchronization.
Definition 1: The stochastic discrete time-varying complex network (1) or (7) is said to be boundedly H ∞ -synchronized with a disturbance attenuation γ over a finite horizon [0 N] if the following holds:
for the given positive scalar γ > 0 and positive definite matrix S = S T > 0.
Remark 1:
In the past few years, the synchronization problems of complex networks have been well studied over the infinite time horizon, see [35] , where all synchronization errors between the subsystems of a complex network are required to asymptotically approach zero. However, for the inherently time-varying complex networks addressed in this paper, we are more interested in the transient behavior of the synchronization over a specified time interval. In other words, we like to examine the transient behavior over a finite horizon rather than the steady-state property over an infinite horizon. For this purpose, we make one of the first few attempts to define the notion of bounded H ∞ -synchronization with a disturbance attenuation level so as to characterize the performance requirement of the synchronization over a finite horizon. It is noticed that, if the constraint (8) is met, then the synchronization error between any pair of subsystems of the complex network is guaranteed to be bounded. Furthermore, the H ∞ performance index γ > 0 is used to quantify the attenuation level of the synchronization error dynamics against exogenous disturbances.
In this paper, our aim is to investigate the bounded H ∞ -synchronization problem and establish easy-to-verify criteria for the stochastic discrete time-varying complex network (1) over a finite time horizon. Later, we shall address the finitehorizon H ∞ state estimation problem by designing the finitehorizon H ∞ estimators for the stochastic discrete time-varying complex network (1).
III. BOUNDED H ∞ -SYNCHRONIZATION OF DISCRETE TIME-VARYING COMPLEX NETWORKS
In this section, we deal with the bounded H ∞ -synchronization problem for the stochastic discrete time-varying complex network (1) with a given disturbance attenuation level over a finite time horizon. The following lemma is important and will be used in the sequel.
Lemma 1 [35] : 1, 2, . . . , M) . If U T = U and each row sum of U is zero, then
The following theorem provides a sufficient condition under which the complex network (1) is boundedly H ∞ -synchronized with the given disturbance attenuation level over a finite time horizon.
Theorem 1: Let the positive scalar γ > 0 and the initial positive definite matrix S T = S > 0 be given. The stochastic discrete time-varying complex network (1) or (7) is boundedly H ∞ -synchronized with the disturbance attenuation γ over a finite horizon [0 N] if there exist a family of positive definite matrices {P(k)} 0≤k≤N+1 and two families of positive scalars
and the RLMIs (11) shown at the bottom of the page, for all 0 ≤ k ≤ N and 1 ≤ i < j ≤ M, where
Proof: See Appendix I. Remark 2: It should be pointed out that the RLMI technique [37] , [38] serves as an effective approach to investigating the problems of H ∞ filtering and control in a finite time horizon. In Theorem 1, the RLMI approach has been applied, for the first time, to deal with the synchronization problem for the discrete time-varying stochastic complex network and derive a criterion for testing the bounded H ∞ -synchronization in terms of a set of RLMIs.
Remark 3: Different from the infinite time horizon case, the asymptotical behavior of synchronization error is not required to be analyzed for a time-varying complex network over a finite time horizon and, therefore, the synchronization criterion given in Theorem 1 takes care of the boundedness of the synchronization error but does not actually guarantee its convergence. In case the considered complex network is time-invariant and its steady-state property over an infinite horizon is a concern, an LMIs-based asymptotical synchronization criterion can be easily deduced from the RLMIs (11) as long as the variables P(k), λ 1 (k), and λ 2 (k) are taken as constant variables P, λ 1 , and λ 2 , respectively.
IV. FINITE-HORIZON H ∞ STATE ESTIMATION FOR DISCRETE TIME-VARYING COMPLEX NETWORKS
In this section, the finite-horizon H ∞ state estimation problem is first formulated for the stochastic discrete time-varying complex network (1), and then an array of time-varying H ∞ estimators is designed by using the RLMI approach.
Suppose that the measurement of the complex network (1) is of the form
where y i (k) ∈ R r is the measured output vector from the i th node of the complex network.
Based on the measurements y i (k) (i = 1, 2, . . . , M), we construct the following state estimator:
wherex i (k) ∈ R n is the estimate of network state
is the estimator parameter to be designed. The initial values of estimators are assumed to be zeros, i.e.,x i (0) = 0 for all i = 1, 2, . . . , M. By setting the estimation error e i = x i −x i and the filtering errorz i = z i −ẑ i , the error dynamics of complex network can be obtained from (1), (13) , and (14) as follows:
Introducing the notationŝ
T we can rewrite the error dynamics of complex networks (15) in the following compact form:
where B(k) and G(k, x(k)) are defined in (6) . In this section, we aim to design the time-varying estimators (14) for the stochastic discrete time-varying complex network (1) such that the filtering errorz(k) satisfies the following H ∞ performance constraint:
for the given disturbance attenuation level γ > 0 and positive definite matrix S T = S > 0. In the following theorem, a sufficient condition is given to guarantee that the filtering error satisfies the H ∞ performance constraint (18) .
Theorem 2: Let the scalar γ > 0, initial positive definite matrix S T = S > 0, and estimator parameters K i (k) (i = 1, 2, . . . , M) be given. The filtering errorz(k) satisfies the H ∞ performance constraint (18) if there exist a family of positive definite matrices {P(k)} 0≤k≤N+1 and three families of positive scalars {ε 1 (k)} 0≤k≤N , {ε 2 (k)} 0≤k≤N , {μ(k)} 0≤k≤N+1 satisfying the initial condition
and the RLMIs (20) shown at the bottom of page, for all 0 ≤ k ≤ N, where
Proof: See Appendix II. After establishing the analysis results, we are now ready to deal with the design problem of the finite-horizon H ∞ estimators for the stochastic network (1). The following result can be readily derived from Theorem 2, and therefore its proof is omitted for saving space.
Theorem 3: Let the scalar γ > 0 and initial positive definite matrix S T = S > 0 be given. The finite-horizon H ∞ estimation problem is solvable for the time-varying stochastic complex network (1) if there exist a family of positive definite diagonal block matrices {P(k) = diag{P 1 0≤k≤N , and three families of positive scalars {ε 1 (k)} 0≤k≤N , {ε 2 (k)} 0≤k≤N , {μ(k)} 0≤k≤N+1 satisfying the initial condition (19) and the RLMIs (22) shown at the bottom of the page,
, and V (k) are defined in Theorem 2. Furthermore, if (19) and (22) are true, the desired estimators are given by (14) with the following parameters:
for all 0 ≤ k ≤ N. Remark 4: In Theorem 3, a criterion is established to ensure the existence of the desired estimator gains, and the explicit expression of such estimator gains is characterized in terms of the solution to a set of RLMIs. Note that such RLMIs can be effectively solved and checked by the algorithms such as the interior-point method. The state estimate at current time is involved in RLMIs (22) , which means that more current information is used to estimate the state the next time. In this sense, the estimator design scheme in terms of RLMIs (22) can potentially improve the accuracies of the state estimation. 
V. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES
and the disturbance matrices are taken as
The noise intensity function is simplified to
Then, it is easily verified that We are now ready to deal with the bounded H ∞ -synchronization problem as well as the finite-horizon H ∞ state estimation problem over the given finite horizon for the complex network (1) with above parameters.
Example 1: In this example, let us test the bounded H ∞ -synchronization of the complex network based on our established criterion. Set the initial values of the complex network as
Let the disturbance attenuation level and the positive definite matrix be γ = 0.7071 and S = diag 8 {1}, respectively. In order to check whether the complex network mentioned above is boundedly H ∞ -synchronized with the given disturbance attenuation level γ , we first choose the initial positive definite matrices P(0) = diag 2 {1} to satisfy the initial condition (10) . Then the set of RLMIs (11) in Theorem 1 can be solved recursively by using MATLAB (with the YALMIP 3.0), and a set of feasible solutions is obtained as shown in Table I . According to Theorem 1, the array of stochastic discrete time-varying complex networks can reach the bounded H ∞ -synchronization with the given disturbance attenuation level γ .
In the simulation, the exogenous disturbance input v(k) is selected as a random variable that obeys uniform distribution over [−0.25 0.25]. The simulation results are presented in Fig. 1 , which plots the synchronization error between the output z 1 (k) and outputs z i (k) (i = 2, 3, 4). It can be seen from Fig. 1 that all synchronization errors are indeed bounded, which verifies the effectiveness of the synchronization criteria proposed in Theorem 1.
Remark 5: Recently, considerable research efforts have been made on the synchronization problems of complex networks, and various synchronization concepts have been proposed, such as asymptotical synchronization [14] , [29] , exponential synchronization [4] , [35] , and exponential H ∞ synchronization [16] . However, as far as we know, all the synchronization concepts in the existing literature are concerned with the case of infinite time horizon and only the asymptotical behavior of the synchronization has been analyzed. As a distinguishing feature, the notion of bounded H ∞ -synchronization proposed in this paper can be used to characterize the transient behavior of the synchronization over a specified time interval. In other words, the derived bounded H ∞ -synchronization criterion can guarantee that: 1) the synchronization error over a given time interval is bounded, and 2) the influence from the external disturbances and the initial states to the synchronization error is attenuated with a given H ∞ -norm γ . This has been well verified by the simulation results of Example 1.
Example 2:
In this example, we deal with the finite-horizon H ∞ state estimation problem. The initial values of complex network are set as
the disturbance attenuation level is given as γ = 1, and the positive definite matrix is taken as S = diag 8 {5}. We choose the initial positive definite matrices P 1 (0) = P 2 (0) = P 3 (0) = P 4 (0) = diag 2 {1} and positive scalar μ(0) = 0.5 to satisfy the initial condition (19) . By using MATLAB (with the YALMIP 3.0) again, the set of RLMIs (22) in Theorem 3 can be solved recursively, and all desired estimator parameters can be derived. (k) (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) k (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) and the variables P i (k) (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) and μ(k) are shown in Table III .
In the simulation, the exogenous disturbance input v(k) is the same as that used in Example 1. Simulation results are presented in Figs. 2-5 which show the output z i (k) and its estimateẑ i (k) (i = 1, 2, 3, 4). The simulation has confirmed that the designed estimators perform very well.
Remark 6: From above simulation examples, it can be seen that the developed RLMI-based algorithms are implemented where the initial variable matrices are chosen beforehand to satisfy the conditions (10) and (19) . For the synchronization algorithm, the selection of initial matrices is independent of the initial values of the complex network, which can be seen from the condition (10) . In other words, the H ∞ -synchronization of the complex network depends only on the given attenuation Remark 7: Note that the RLMI approach developed in this paper is based on LMIs. The standard LMI system has a polynomial-time complexity, which is bounded by O(MN 3 log(V/ε)), where M is the total row size of the LMI system, N is the total number of scalar decision variables, V is a data-dependent scaling factor, and ε is relative accuracy set for algorithm. The computational complexity of the developed RLMI-based algorithm can be easily obtained via the time complexity of the standard LMI system. For example, let us look at the bounded H ∞ -synchronization criterion for the complex network (1) (as described in Theorem 1), where the number of network nodes is M, the length of finite time horizon is N + 1, and the dimensions of network variables can be seen from v(k) ∈ R q , and ω(k) ∈ R. The RLMI-based synchronization criterion is implemented recursively for N + 1 steps and, at every step, M(M − 1)/2 standard LMIs given by (11) need to be solved. For each of these LMIs, we have M = 3n + q and N = (n 2 + n + 4)/2. Therefore, the Obviously, the computational complexity of the RLMI-based algorithms depends linearly on the length of finite time horizon and polynomially on the dimensions of network variables, which means that the overall computational burden is mainly caused by the complexity of LMI computation. Fortunately, research on LMI optimization is a very active area in the applied mathematics, optimization, and the operations research community, and substantial speedups can be expected in the future.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have addressed a novel synchronization problem for a class of discrete time-varying stochastic complex networks over a finite horizon. A notion of bounded H ∞ synchronization has been first defined to characterize the transient performance of synchronization. Then a testing criterion on the bounded H ∞ -synchronization has been established for the considered complex networks in terms of a set of RLMIs. Subsequently, the finite-horizon H ∞ state estimation problem has been considered for the complex networks under consideration. By using the RLMI approach, a sufficient condition under which the filtering error satisfies the H ∞ performance constraint has been obtained, and then all the desired finitehorizon H ∞ estimators have been designed. Finally, two simulation examples have been employed to demonstrate the effectiveness of the results derived in this paper. Further research topics include the extension of our results to more general complex networks with various time delays and also to the H ∞ estimation problem for complex networks with multiple coupled sensors.
APPENDIX I PROOF OF THEOREM 1
Proof: Define the real-valued function
where {P(k)} 0≤k≤N+1 is the solution to the RLMIs (11) with the initial condition (10) and U = (α i j ) M×M with
We can calculate From (4) and (5), we have
≤ 0 (36) and
respectively. By considering (35) and (37), we can obtain
